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In recent years, Wuzhen, a Ming-Qing style water town located south of the Yangtze River, has quickly become one of the most popular tourist destinations in China. The success of Wuzhen was so influential that the term “Wuzhen Model” quickly became a buzzword in Chinese economic and cultural discourses. Promoters of Wuzhen have claimed that it embodies both tradition and modernity, therefore representing the best of China. While Wuzhen was first reconstructed as a “living museum” of Chinese cultural tradition to attract tourists, it increasingly started to claim itself as a leading “smart town” for China’s future development. Moreover, the so-called Wuzhen Model fits seamlessly into China’s overall strategy of projecting its soft power both domestically and abroad. The purpose of this paper is to examine how Wuzhen was culturally constructed and how it helped to project China’s soft power. It also examines how Wuzhen was perceived abroad, focusing primarily on major English-speaking countries including the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia, to understand its impact on China’s soft power.
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“Wuzhen, an ancient small Chinese town with thousands of years of history, once again came into the limelight of the world.” People’s Daily, the biggest newspaper group in China and the paramount official newspaper of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) proudly announced the opening of the Third World Internet Conference (WIC) in November 2016. The conference, jointly sponsored by the Cyberspace Administration of the People’s Republic of China and the Zhejiang Provincial Government, first started in 2014 and chose Wuzhen as its permanent site. The juxtaposition of the Internet and a historic water town of China might appear odd, as visitors could be easily baffled by shop signs such as “Internet Tea Shop” or “Internet Hospital” hanging on traditional Ming-Qing style Chinese architecture. For promoters of Wuzhen and the WIC, however, the marriage between the two has been a happy one. What unified the couple was that Wuzhen became a perfect place to showcase China’s soft power. “Why does Wuzhen deserve to charm the world?” asked Global Times, another major newspaper in China: “Because the successful conclusion of the WIC was based on China’s soft power” which originated from China’s “correct handling of the relationship between freedom and order on the Internet.”

1 Hongyan Wen, “Ran hulianwang genghao zaofu guojia he renmin” [Let the Internet Better Benefit the Country and the People], People’s Daily, November 15, 2016.
While it is fair to say that the Wuzhen Summit, as the WIC was often called, marketed Wuzhen successfully, the opposite was also true. Before the idea of Wuzhen Summit was conceived, Wuzhen already had become one of the most popular tourist sites of China. That popularity, coupled with Wuzhen’s decision to develop “smart tourism,” was the key reason why it was chosen by the WIC. “When searching for the site of the WIC two years ago, experts wanted a place with a developed Internet economy and a rich traditional culture,” the Zhejiang Provincial Government explained. “They looked for a town akin to Davos in Switzerland, home of the World Economic Forum, capable of embodying the meaning of the Internet. Wuzhen caught their eyes as Zhejiang, where the town is located, contains a great number of Internet users and websites.” For many, the very ancient look of the town made it perfect for today’s world of the Internet. “The layout of Wuzhen, with waterways branching in all directions and more than 80 stone bridges, is identical with the concept of Internet-interconnection,” the organizers of WIC boasted: “Held in a poetic town with bridges, flowing brooks and blue roofing tiles, the conference may gather nature, cultural tradition and modernity together.”

The claim that Wuzhen embodies both tradition and modernity is the focus of this paper. While Wuzhen was first reconstructed as a “living museum” of Chinese cultural tradition to attract tourists, it increasingly started to claim itself as a leading “smart town” for China’s future development. Moreover, the so-called Wuzhen Model fits seamlessly into China’s overall strategy of projecting its soft power both domestically and abroad. The purpose of this paper is to examine how Wuzhen was culturally constructed and how it helped to project China’s soft power. It also examines how Wuzhen was perceived abroad, focusing primarily on major English-speaking countries including the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia, to understand its impact on China’s soft power.

### Soft Power, Culture, and Tourism in China: An Overview

One of the most important developments of the post-Cold War international system is the rapid rise of China as a new global economic, military, and political powerhouse. This “Chinese miracle” first started when China initiated its “reform and opening up” in 1978 under Deng Xiaoping. Since then, China has transformed from a planned economy to a market-based economy, creating rapid economic and social changes. The Chinese economy has grown by an average rate of 10 percent over the past three decades, lifting more than 800 million people out of poverty. With a population of 1.3 billion, China now is the second largest economy and increasingly plays an influential role in the global economy. With its growing economic power, China has also increased its global political and cultural influence. The prestigious American-based Council on Foreign Relations put it bluntly, “China’s steady rise in economic and political influence is the single event that will reshape international politics in the 21st century.” A recent article in the influential journal *The Atlantic* marveled at the rapid rise of China, noticing that “nothing on this scale or speed has been witnessed before in history.”

For the rest of the world, however, there is still no consensus regarding China’s rise. David Lampton, a leading China scholar, once observed that “China’s sustained, rapid growth and the accumulated changes…had
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4 For data about China, see http://data.worldbank.org/country/china
so exceeded all modest and hedged expectations that the rest of the world began to ask itself what a rapid increase in Chinese comprehensive power meant for its own economic competitiveness and military security and what opportunities and dangers might be embedded within this success. China’s rise especially has created hot debates in the West, with the United States being the most concerned country. While many people in the United States welcomed the rise of China as a great opportunity to further integrate China into the global economy and transform China into a “responsible stakeholder” in the international system, others regarded China’s rise as a challenge, if not a threat, to America’s global leadership. As one scholar succinctly summarized, China’s rise created some open questions: “Will China overthrow the existing order or become a part of it? And what, if anything, can the United States do to maintain its position as China rises?”

It was against this background that the concept of “soft power” became prominent in China’s political discourse. The debate between the “China opportunity” thesis and “China threat” thesis made Chinese policy makers and leading intellectuals aware that China must project a non-confrontational, friendly image abroad to dismiss concerns about China’s rise. In pursuing this goal, the Chinese quickly realized the usefulness of soft power in forging their nation’s international image.

The term “soft power” was originally coined in 1990 by Joseph Nye, a former U.S. defense official who later became a professor at Harvard University. Nye conceived the soft power idea to argue that the United States, despite its relative decline in economic and military power in the 1970s, still enjoyed power and influence around the world due to the superiority of its cultural values. Later, Nye elaborated on this concept, arguing that soft power is crucial in today’s world politics:

> Soft power rests on the ability to shape the preferences of others… [It] is the ability to get what you want through attraction rather than coercion or payments. It arises from the attractiveness of a country’s culture, political ideas, and policies. When our policies are seen as legitimate in the eyes of others, our soft power is enhanced.

Understandably, the idea that a country can get what it wants through appeal and attraction rather than hard power including coercion and threat easily got Chinese policy makers and intellectuals interested. It has been largely accepted that the first Chinese scholar who published on soft power was Wang Huning, a leading political theorist and a current member of the CCP’s Politburo. In his 1993 article, Wang argued that the trend of international politics now required a country to “develop its soft power as a strategic priority.” Wang emphasized a country’s culture as its main source of soft power, asserting that a country with an admirable culture and value system would inspire others to follow. While recognizing that the Chinese civilization had already spread to other nations over a course of few thousand years, Wang pointed out that the only way of building up China’s soft power was to constantly reinvigorate China’s core cultural values.

After Wang’s article, the debate over soft power increasingly became popular in China, as scholars, journalists and policy-makers realized the strategic significance of soft power for China’s rise as a global power. Although Nye’s concept of soft power has been subjected to all kinds of criticism in China, various Chinese
schools tend to agree that culture should become the core source for China’s soft power. In fact, there is a consensus that the lack of a set of core culture values that can appeal to other nations is actually blocking China’s rise in the world.

The Chinese leadership needed little convincing to take the building of culture values seriously. Chinese president Jiang Zemin urged the nation to build “socialist culture with Chinese characteristics” at the 15th CCP Congress in 1997. In 2001, the Central Committee of CCP issued “The Program for Improving Civic Morality” which laid out a plan to construct “socialist spiritual civilization” combining Chinese traditional values with socialist core values. At the 16th CCP Congress in 2002, Jiang further elaborated on the importance of culture:

To build a well-off society in an all-round way calls for major efforts to develop socialist culture and spiritual civilization. In the present-day world, culture is interactive with economic and political activities and its status and functions are becoming more and more outstanding in the competition in overall national strength. The power of culture is deeply rooted in the vitality, creativity and cohesion of a nation. All Party members must fully understand the strategic significance of cultural development and make socialist culture develop and flourish.

Liu Yunshan, the then head of the Central Propaganda Department of CCP, announced that “China must strive to become a cultural powerhouse so that socialist culture with Chinese characteristics can appeal to and inspire not only the Chinese people, but the people all around the world.”

The discourse on soft power became even more popular when the term “Beijing Consensus” was coined in 2004. The fact that China’s model of development, which emphasized state control, investment in key industries and infrastructure buildings, export-oriented growth, financial self-determination, and gradualist reforms, gained popularity among the developing countries was perceived as a manifestation of China’s rising soft power. In May 2004 during the 13th collective study session of the Politburo of the 16th CCP Central Committee, the Chinese leadership paid particular attention to the issue of soft power. The Chinese leadership decided to strengthen China’s social sciences and humanities, because those disciplines were deemed essential to soft power. At the same time, it was emphasized that China’s key reason of developing soft power “was not to seek global hegemony, but to earn international recognition and respect.” Indeed, the Chinese leadership was aware that China’s rapid rise created concerns among other countries and posted a challenge to the American-led international system. China thus had to dismiss those concerns so that other countries would not create a hostile international environment that could block its future development. To achieve this goal, the

15 Central Committee of CCP, “Quanmin daode jianshe shishi gangyao” [The Program for Improving Civic Morality], October 2001.
Chinese leadership not only replaced the slogan “peaceful rise” with “peaceful development,” which sounded less menacing, but also used soft power to promote a positive and friendly international image of China. As Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said, China’s rise “will not stand in the way of any other country, nor pose threat to any other country, nor at the cost of any other country.” In November 2015, Chinese President Hu Jintao brought the idea of building a harmonious society, a new domestic strategy first proposed in 2004, onto the international stage. In his address to the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation CEO Summit, Hu stressed that “efforts should be made to build a harmonious world with an open mind, strengthen mutual trust and expand economic and trade exchanges, hold dialogue and consultations to properly address disputes, reinforce solidarity and collaboration, maintain security and stability and achieve win-win cooperation.” By championing a “harmonious world,” Hu clearly was trying to enhance China’s global image.

President Hu further called for “promoting vigorous development and prosperity of socialist culture” in his political report to the 17th CCP Congress:

In the present era, culture has become a more and more important source of national cohesion and creativity and a factor of growing significance in the competition in overall national strength. We must keep to the orientation of advanced socialist culture, bring about a new upsurge in socialist cultural development, stimulate the cultural creativity of the whole nation, and enhance culture as part of the soft power of our country. We will further publicize the fine traditions of Chinese culture and use modern means of science and technology to exploit the rich resources of our national culture. We will also strengthen international cultural exchanges to draw on the fine achievements of foreign cultures and enhance the influence of Chinese culture worldwide.

Hu’s report was followed up by a new round of debate and research of soft power in China. Meanwhile, Chinese scholars and policy-makers realized that China’s soft power strategy had some deficiencies, including the lack of a more aggressive campaign to promote Chinese culture abroad. Accordingly, the development of tourism, among other approaches, came to be regarded as one of the most efficient ways of projecting China’s soft power abroad.

China’s tourist industry has been growing steadily since 1978, a result of its growing economy and middle-class. The issue of soft power, however, added another key rational for developing tourism in China. In 2006, China’s 11th Five-Year Plan called for a comprehensive development of tourist industry, including integrating tourism resources, establishing new tourist management system, updating tourist infrastructures, and promoting Chinese tourism aboard. The Beijing Olympic Games in 2008 and the Shanghai World Expo in 2010 then became two events that not only created an even greater momentum for China’s tourist industry, but also showcased China’s culture and soft power abroad. Tourism then became a “strategic industry” deemed important not only to Chinese economic growth but also to its diplomacy.

Under Chinese president Xi Jinping, promoting soft power became an even greater priority for the Chinese leadership and a crucial part of Xi’s “Chinese Dream” agenda. In a speech delivered at a collective study
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24 For the full text of 11th Five-Year Plan, see http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2006/content_268766.htm
session of the CCP Politburo, Xi “vowed to promote China's cultural soft power by disseminating modern Chinese values and showing the charm of Chinese culture to the world.” Xi declared that those values should become core values of the Chinese Dream. The president said that,

    China should be portrayed as a civilized country featuring rich history, ethnic unity and cultural diversity, and as an oriental power with good government, developed economy, cultural prosperity, national unity and beautiful mountains and rivers. China should also be marked as a responsible country that advocates peaceful and common development, safeguards international justice, and makes contributions to humanity, and as a socialist country which is open, amicable, promising and vibrant…. The stories of China should be well told, voices of China well spread, and characteristics of China well explained.26

    Obviously, tourism would be a good way to tell the stories of China. In 2013, the State Council issued “The Outline for National Tourism and Leisure (2013-2020),” which set the ground for the redefinition of tourism development and management in China. The Chinese government now decided to “promote the healthy development of the tourism and leisure industry, and build a Chinese-style national tourism and leisure system.”27 In March 22, Xi Jinping again emphasized the connection between tourism and soft power when he addressed the opening ceremony of “Tourism Year of China” in Russia. “Tourism is a bridge between civilizations and cultures, and it enhances friendship between peoples,” Xi said, inviting foreign tourists to come to China to “appreciate the natural scenery, to experience Chinese culture, and to foster friendship [with] the Chinese people.”28

    In summary, China’s strategy to develop its soft power has increasingly emphasized the usefulness of tourism in achieving its goals. Without this background, it is hard to fully understand the story of Wuzhen. On the one hand, the timeline of Wuzhen’s rise as a popular tourist destination almost coincided with China’s growing interest in soft power. On the other hand, Wuzhen, one of the many ancient water towns in China’s Jiangnan area, was by no means unique in terms of its history and tourist sources. Therefore, the key to understand Wuzhen’s success is to understand what story Wuzhen had to tell and how the story was told.

    **Promoting Wuzhen: From the “Land of Fish and Rice” to “Smart Town”**

    Wuzhen is a typical riverine town south of the Yangtze River. It is located in the so-called Golden Triangle of Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang, the heart of China’s Jiangnan area, also known as “the land of fish and rice.” Administratively, Wuzhen belongs to Tongxiang City, Zhejiang Province. The standard promotional literature boasts Wuzhen as a 1,300-year-old water town with a civilization history of 7,000 years.29 Before Song Dynasty, the town was called different names such as Wudun, Wushu, and Wuqingzhen. Through Song and Tang Dynasties, Wuzhen gradually developed into a market town, and the name Wuzhen first appeared in history records in 813 AD. During Ming-Qing period, the Jiangnan area became the most commercialized region in China as well as a leading cultural center. Thanks to the overall development of Jiangnan and the Beijing-Hangzhou Great Canal running through it, Wuzhen enjoyed the status of a regional economic, cultural,

29 1,300 years refer to the history of Wuzhen as a township, while 7,000 years refer to the beginning of human civilization in Wuzhen area.
religious, and political center for centuries, before it declined in modern times due to wars, natural disasters, and the rise of Shanghai.³⁰

Wuzhen’s history did potentially qualify the town as a great tourist destination. But no one anticipated its rapid rise. When Wuzhen opened its East District (dongzha) for tourism in 2001, it attracted slightly more than a half million visitors and was simply regarded as another copycat of the then leading water town tourist site, Zhouzhuang. Among all the small towns located in the Jiangnan area, Wuzhen was only one of the many self-claimed “Venice of China,” although it was named as a candidate for UNESCO’s World Cultural Heritage List. Yet in 2006, Wuzhen was included in the revised List of China’s Candidates for UNESCO World Cultural Heritage. In 2009, Wuzhen was named as the first PATA eco-tourism destination in Mainland China. Meanwhile, Wuzhen rebuilt its West District (xizha) and opened it for tourism in 2007. Today, Wuzhen is one of the top tourist sites in China, surpassing other water towns with nearly 10 million visitors in 2016.³¹

The success of Wuzhen was so influential that the term “Wuzhen Model” quickly became a buzzword in Chinese economic and cultural discourses. While the term, understandably, is fuzzy and non-exclusive, the main components of the Wuzhen Model all correspond to China’s soft power strategy. First, Wuzhen has been promoted as a “typical” historical town, representing and embodying Chinese culture and traditions. Second, Wuzhen has also been promoted as a vanguard town in developing modern arts and culture. Specifically, Wuzhen has been presented as a place where the East meets the West to create new cultural ideas, thus representing future trends of development for both China and the world. Finally, the business strategies and management styles of Wuzhen as a tourist enterprise have been promoted as evidence validating the Beijing Consensus. Additionally Wuzhen’s promoters have been trying to turn the town into “smart town” and a leader in cutting-edge technologies.

Wuzhen and Traditional Culture

For many Chinese, the word “Jiangnan” always invokes a nostalgic feeling about China’s ancient past and finest cultural traditions. As a geographic region but more as a cultural region, Jiangnan has been idolized by many generations of poets, artists, and scholars. The crisp green hills, scenic lakes, meandering waterways, beautiful gardens, extensive rice paddies, arched bridges, and whitewashed old dwellings with high walls and elegant gables on both sides are always considered as typical Jiangnan landscape. The old Chinese saying “above there is heaven, below there are Suzhou and Hangzhou” certainly testifies to the prominence of Jiangnan in Chinese people’s imagination. Economically, Jiangnan has been one of the most prosperous areas in China for centuries. Tea, silk, rice, porcelain, and rich merchants are all associated with Jiangnan. Culturally, Jiangnan has produced many of China’s finest poets, artists, and scholars throughout history, not to mention the stereotyped “Jiangnan Lady” who is supposed to be particularly feminine. Overall, the idealized Jiangnan is a world of peace and harmony.

To be sure, all the images of Jiangnan are stereotyped cultural products, historically promoted by Chinese elites. But when Wuzhen was first conceived to become a modern tourist site, the planners tried to reconstruct the town in line with those images. One article promoting Wuzhen described the town as if it was a place frozen in time and history:

³¹ For more statistics about Wuzhen, see http://wuzhen.com.cn
Restoration is not the operative word in Wuzhen—the word, quite indisputably, is preservation. Referred to as “households sleeping on the river,” each family lives above the water. For generations, people drank the river water, washed their food in it and moved about by boat. In the past, practically every family owned a boat, a necessity for transportation. Even today, the “boat garages” located beneath the houses are still well kept.32

By emphasizing Wuzhen as an effort of “preservation” rather than “restoration,” the image of Wuzhen promoted here implied that the planners rediscovered rather than reconstructed Wuzhen. A piece of lost history rediscovered certainly was more attractive than a modern replica to tourists, because the pursuit of authenticity was always a good selling point in tourist industry.

However, Wuzhen was nothing like those idealized images before 1999. It was planners like Chen Xianghong who wanted to present Wuzhen as a hidden treasury rediscovered. In fact, Chen has been recognized as the chief planner of Wuzhen. During the Spring Festival of 1999, Wuzhen was badly damaged by a fire. Chen, who then was a government official of Tongxiang City, was dispatched to Wuzhen as the head of a government working group to handle reconstruction. Chen was born in Wuzhen, but he was shocked by what he saw in his hometown. According to Chen, the town was almost physically ruined, and not just because of the fire. The town still had some buildings dating back to Ming-Qing, but they were dilapidated and needed immediate maintenance. Wuzhen also had some modern residential buildings, which did not match the Ming-Qing style dwellings at all. As a result, the entire town’s landscape was out of balance. In addition, the creek that ran through Wuzhen was badly polluted; certainly no one was drinking from it or washing food in it.33

Chen sensed an opportunity to reconstruct Wuzhen based on the idealized image of Jiangnan’s water town. However, his proposal was initially frustrated because as a government official he had trouble selling his idea to the Tongxiang government. Wuzhen was easily overshadowed by nearby water towns such as Zhouzhuang and Xitang that were already established as leading tourist sites. Chen realized that “Wuzhen had almost no historical heritage site well preserved.” Yet the Tongxiang government eventually agreed to invest money in Chen’s project because he persuaded the city that Wuzhen, if well developed as a tourist site, could both enhance Tongxiang’s reputation nationally and create economic growth for the area.34

Chen worked with similar-minded people such as Ruan Yishan, a professor of architecture and urban planning, to develop a blueprint for Wuzhen’s rebirth. According to Ruan, the guiding principle of the blueprint was to “restore the buildings to their original appearance (xiujiu rujiu).” In order to achieve this goal, the Wuzhen Tourism Company was founded, and Chen became the head of this state-controlled enterprise. Under his direction, Wuzhen’s modern architecture were demolished. Water supply and sewage lines, power cables, and phone lines were all laid underground. Roads built with concert blocks were repaved with Ming-Qing style slab stones. All modern style windows and doors were replaced with Ming-Qing style ones, which were collected by the company from nearby villages.35 A bigger challenge was how to restore bridges that were long gone or replaced by modern ones. One example was Yingjiaqiao, a historically famous stone arch bridge built in the 18th Century but patched up with modern concrete in the 1970s. The company took great pains to find old

stones that matched the original building materials of the bridge and restored the bridge to its Qing-style stonework. For bridges that only had ruins left, the company sent out people to search in the neighboring Jiangsu and Anhui provinces to find similar ones. Those two provinces were going through their own urbanization process, and many old villages and towns were about to be demolished. Chen’s people then would offer to buy old bridges from those places and transplant the whole structure back into Wuzhen. Since those bridges were original ones from Ming-Qing’s Jiangnan area, they fit better into Wuzhen’s environment than modern replicas.36

The result of all those efforts was a complete reconstruction of Wuzhen, especially Wuzhen’s West District, which came to resemble the idealized image of a Jiangnan water town. While the promoters of Wuzhen continued to claim that Wuzhen was a piece of hidden history rediscovered, they also started to highly praise Chen Xianghong’s unique strategy in refurbishing the town. Whether Wuzhen kept its original Ming-Qing flavors no longer mattered; what mattered now was whether Chen Xianghong’s Wuzhen matched the idealized cultural image of Jiangnan water towns. “Wuzhen looks like a Chinese ink and wash painting on a misty day,” the Xinhua News Agency reported: “Clean wood-brick houses flank flagstone-paved streets and lanes. Stone arch bridges span clean waterways.”37 Indeed, Chen’s reconstruction of Wuzhen was celebrated as a far-sighted effort to build a sustainable industry and to “heal nature’s wounds” caused by pollution from rural industrialization in the past two decades. “In addition to wondrous scenic beauty, the 1,200-year-old town is famed for its riverside wooden-structured houses with black tiles and white walls, flagstone-paved streets and lanes, and stone arch bridges over waterways,” China Daily boasted: “All in traditional style.”38 While some critics argued that Wuzhen’s restoration was all about developing tourism and had nothing to do with protecting historical heritage, Wuzhen’s promoters countered that “no one would want to visit a real small water town that was authentic but messy; what people wanted to see was a Wuzhen that matched the ancient water town in their imagination.”39

The first major component of the Wuzhen Model, therefore, was to rebuild Wuzhen based upon the idealized image of Jiangnan water towns. Visitors are urged to enjoy life in Wuzhen, “a paradise isolated from noisy cities,” staying far away from pressures of modern life.40 The essence of life in Wuzhen is supposed to be peaceful and harmonious, and the promoters of Wuzhen have urged people to do “slow tourism” there. Visitors are told that they should “experience” rather than “visit” Wuzhen in order to appreciate the peaceful and harmonious traditional life of Jiangnan China.41 No doubt, peace and harmony are exactly what China wants the international community to think of China.

Wuzhen as a Modern Town

Traditional Chinese culture, however, is not the only cornerstone of Wuzhen’s ambitious tourism project. After Wuzhen’s initial success, Chen Xianghong quickly realized that the mere Ming-Qing style physical appearance of Wuzhen could not guarantee the town’s long-term popularity as a tourist site. The reason was

36 Anonymous, “Chen Xianghong: yibiyibi huachu Wuzhen” [Chen Xianghong: Painting Wuzhen One Stroke At a Time]
simple, Wuzhen was by no means a unique water town. In fact, several other neighboring water towns were already copying Wuzhen’s reconstruction strategies. Chen recalled later that he was concerned about Wuzhen becoming just one of the indistinguishable water towns, and that was when he decided to promote it with more than Chinese traditional culture.\textsuperscript{42}

The first idea Chen developed was to take full advantage of the cultural heritage of Mao Dun (1896-1981), which he regarded as upscale and high-end.\textsuperscript{43} Mao Dun was the pen name of Shen Yanbing, who was one of the most celebrated left-wing novelists of modern China and once served as China’s Minister of Culture. Mao Dun was born in Wuzhen, and his family house was already well-preserved in the 1980s. In 1990, a memorial hall was added next to his family house. Chen decided to turn Mao Dun’s cultural legacy into a tourist attraction, a move that helped situate Wuzhen into China’s revolutionary narrative given Mao Dun’s reputation as a left-wing writer. In 2005, Wuzhen Tourism Company announced that Wuzhen would become the permanent home for the Issuing Ceremony of the Mao Dun Literature Award, an award considered as the “Nobel” of Chinese literature.\textsuperscript{44}

While Wuzhen’s celebration of Mao Dun helped to highlight the town on China’s modern cultural map, Chen wanted to create his own cultural icon for Wuzhen. In 2006, readers in China were suddenly bombarded with the name “Mu Xin,” who was immediately celebrated as a master writer, painter, and poet on social media. Mu Xin (1927-2011) was the pen name of Sun Pu, who was born in Wuzhen and a family friend of Mao Dun. Born into an upper class family and well educated, Mu Xin, who was allegedly gay, was imprisoned during the Cultural Revolution and most of his work destroyed. In the 1980s, he migrated to the United States and became a writer and artist of some note among overseas Chinese. Before 2006, Mu Xin certainly was not a name known to most Chinese people. Chen Xianghong, however, decided to invite Mu Xin move back to Wuzhen, and offered to renovate his old family house.\textsuperscript{45} Mu Xin accepted Chen’s offer and moved back to Wuzhen in 2006, the year when he published his first book in mainland China.

The so-called Mu Xin phenomena soon started, with Mu Xin being celebrated as a rediscovered master of Chinese arts and literature. While some criticized his sudden rise as a publicity stunt and disdained his works, Wuzhen skillfully appropriated Mu Xin for its own reputation as a tourist site with enriched cultural life. Unlike Mao Dun who was a mainstream icon, Mu Xin was presented as a nonconformist writer and artist who not only had deep roots in the past, but also was ahead of his own time.\textsuperscript{46} In other words, the very ambiguity of the meaning of Mu Xin catered to the Chinese ambiguity in the pursuit of modernity. Chen then decided to build a new art museum dedicated to Mu Xin, which was constructed as a series of concrete-form modernist cubes floating above a lake. It was immediately praised as a masterpiece. “The design is a deliberate effort to reinterpret the centuries-old urban landscape in a contemporary yet sensitive way, a welcome change from the outlandish architecture typical of other new art museums opening up across China,” one Hong Kong newspaper reported: “The design also reflects the town’s traditional use of wood and masonry.”\textsuperscript{47} Wuzhen, by implication,

\textsuperscript{42}Chen Xianghong Interview, Phoenix Network, http://culture.ifeng.com/niandaifang/special/chenxianghong

\textsuperscript{43}Chen Xianghong, “Dui lishi de chengken, ran Wuzhen jingdeqi shenshi” [Being Honest to History allows Wuzhen Endure], Jiefang Daily, August 26, 2016.

\textsuperscript{44}“Nobel Literature Award of China to be Issued in Wuzhen,” PR Newswire, July 13, 2005.

\textsuperscript{45}Interview, “Chen Xianghong: yibiyibi huachu Wuzhen”


becomes a place that thoroughly blends tradition with modernity.

While Wuzhen’s popularity increased steadily thanks to Mu Xin and other cultural activities, Chen Xianghong’s team decided to launch a more sustained cultural offensive that would permanently transform Wuzhen into a vanguard place of arts and culture. What followed from this decision was the launch of the Wuzhen Theatre Festival, which first started in 2013 and quickly became an annual cultural event. Chen invited Huang Lei, a famous Chinese actor, to plan the festival. They decided that Wuzhen should establish an international drama festival, following the examples of the Avignon Theatre Festival in France and the Edinburgh International Festival in the United Kingdom. The 2013 festival invited Chinese and foreign artists, presenting dramas totaling 300 hours. “It's incredible,” the renowned playwright and director Stan Lai commented: “During the Wuzhen Theater Festival, artistic elements that we never thought compatible were mixed together to create a brand-new experience.”

While the 2013 festival’s theme was “reflection,” suggesting a critical reexamination of drama and artisan values, the 2014 festival’s theme became a “metamorphoses,” suggesting the possibilities of transformation and experimentation. The second festival opened with one of China’s most famous plays, The Green Snake, which was based on the country’s best known folklore about a love story between a human and a snake-turned-fairy. The festival ended with another drama, The White Snake, which was based on the same story but produced by America’s Good-man Theater. Clearly, the second festival turned Wuzhen into “a window for the East and West to see each other.”

When the third Wuzhen Theater Festival opened in 2015, Wuzhen invited even a wider variety of works from China and abroad. “The theme of this year's festival is ‘transmittal.’ It symbolizes the passing on of the long and glorious history of the theater,” said Huang Lei: “It also represents the instrumental role theater plays in the vitalization of Chinese culture.” The third festival also sponsored many young artists to bring their shows to Wuzhen and organized a Young Theater Artist’s Competition. The fourth festival, which opened in the fall of 2016, took as its theme “gaze beyond” and invited twenty-two plays from thirteen countries. Particularly, the festival staged a series of tribute performances to commemorate the 400th anniversary death of both Shakespeare and Cervantes. Wuzhen clearly was trying to establishing itself as a leading vanguard of Chinese and international art. “It has become increasingly clear that the theater festival has gone beyond just a cultural and art event,” Chen Xianghong told the media at the start of the 4th annual event. “It has become an integral part of the town's features and lifestyle.”

From Mao Dun to Mu Xin, from theater festivals to art exhibitions, Wuzhen clearly was trying to become a leading small town in modern and contemporary arts and culture. In other words, the Wuzhen presented here was not just an ancient town reflecting Chinese traditional culture; it was also presented as a place where China and the world encountered each other to produce new cultural trends.
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Wuzhen as a Smart Town

While Wuzhen’s cultural offensive has been largely successful, its rapid rise as one of the most popular tourist sites in China is not entirely the result of Chen Xianghong’s genius or market forces, as some promoters like to claim. On the contrary, Wuzhen’s success was because the Chinese government had been involved in its planning and development from the very beginning.

To begin with, Chen Xianghong was not a businessman; he was a government official when he was put in charge of Wuzhen’s reconstruction after the 1999 fire. In May 1999, the Tongxiang government committed an investment of 200 million yuan (U.S. $ 24 million) to renovate Wuzhen, not an insignificant start-up fund for such a project. After the initial success of Dongzha, Chen launched the reconstruction of Xizha as Wuzhen’s second stage of expansion, which eventually cost more than a billion yuan. Since the Tongxiang government did not have that kind of money, Chen had to look somewhere else. Although the Hong Kong based IDG Capital Partners became the first outsider investor, it was China CYTS Tours Holding Co Ltd., a large state-controlled tour company that became the biggest stockholder of Wuzhen. In 2013, CYTS further bought out IDG and came to control 66% of Wuzhen’s stocks, while Tonxiang’s government controlled the other 34%. Meanwhile, Chen continued to serve both as the head of Wuzhen company and as a government official, including the party secretary of Wuzhen. Although he later resigned his government positions, critics continued to accuse him of using public power to benefit a supposedly private business.

The fact that Wuzhen, from the very beginning, was a market operation controlled by the government gave Chen’s team great advantages. The biggest advantage, perhaps, was that Chen could use the government power to relocate all native residents of Wuzhen and reconstruct Wuzhen the way he wanted. Before the planning of Wuzhen started, Chen examined Zhouzhuang, the then leading tourist water town of China. Chen was appalled by what he saw at Zhouzhuang: lack of holistic planning and over-commercialization. While Zhouzhuang preserved many Ming-Qing style dwellings, some of them were modified to suit modern life. As a result, Zhouzhuang did not project a coordinated and harmonious landscape: a power line running right above a Ming-Qing building certainly appeared out of place for visitors. The lack of holistic planning also led to the spontaneous development of commerce. Everyone could open a small shop and sell whatever she wanted to sell. “Over-commercialization is my nightmare,” Chen once commented: “Zhouzhuang’s streets were full of stores selling boiled pig feet.”

Chen was determined to avoid Zhouzhuang’s mistakes. His team decided to relocate all the native residents and rebuild Wuzhen in a holistic way so that nothing would appear out of place in this Ming-Qing style town. “Every household got 50,000 yuan (US$6,038) for the move. They have all settled in the new buildings in the town,” remembered Ruan Yishan. “So the government can now restore the old houses to their original appearance.” But Chen’s team did more than mere restoration. They tore down modern buildings, some of which were barely a few years old. They removed all the modern signs that might remind people that they were not stepping back into history. They completely modernized the interiors of those building to install air conditioners, flush toilets, and other modern conveniences, which annoyed critics who argued that doing so...
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actually destroyed the interiors of historical buildings instead of preserving them.\textsuperscript{58} After the total makeover of Wuzhen, the tourism company leased back the buildings to some of the original residents to open shops and restaurants. However, since the company became the owner of the properties, the residents had to follow certain conditions. “They are required to remit most of their room fees to the company, but are allowed to keep profits from dining facilities,” it was reported. “To prevent price gouging, the company sets standardized menus, but every B&B may offer special local dishes if approved by the company.” In addition, “to avoid over-commercialization and excessive duplication, the company allows only one store of a kind to open in Xizha.”\textsuperscript{59} “We set price limits on everything,” Chen once bragged about his company’s micromanagement. “We even dictated how much a dish of Wuzhen chicken should weigh.”\textsuperscript{60}

While Wuzhen’s rebirth was carefully orchestrated, the tourism company had to overcome problems that could not have been solved without government power. The biggest problem, in fact, was that many native residents refused to sell their houses to the company. An article published in 2005 quickly caused a national debate when the author reported that Chen’s company forcefully relocated some residents and demolished their houses. The local government bulldozed a large area of Ming-Qing dwellings, which was actually designated early by the government as a protected historical district, without local residents signing any contract or agreement. When questioned, Chen replied that the forced demolition was legal, and “he would try to protect the interests of the people of Wuzhen but he could not guarantee that each individual’s interests would be protected.”\textsuperscript{61} Clearly, without government support, Chen would have had more difficulties in realizing his blueprint for Wuzhen.

Despite all the controversies, the tourism company did manage to transform Wuzhen into a top tourist site quickly, and the model of transformation was widely celebrated as a successful one. In 2014, Wuzhen further positioned itself as a leader of technological development by hosting the World Internet Conference. “We wanted a place with a booming economy that could also represent our traditional culture, a historical area that could also make the Internet more charming,” explained Lu Wei, the then director of the Cyberspace Administration of China. A spokesperson of the tourism company said that Wuzhen was one of the first Chinese towns of its kind where modern telecom routes and water pipes were laid underground, “which means its appearance is ancient, but it is filled with advanced ideas inside.”\textsuperscript{62}

The WIC conferences, which attracted prominent people around the world including the Chinese President Xi Jinping and CEOs of the world’s leading technological companies, gave Wuzhen unprecedented exposure on the world stage. The small town did not hesitate to grasp the big opportunity, shrewdly playing up the fact that Zhejiang had the country’s leading e-commerce industry including the famous Alibaba Group.\textsuperscript{63} “Once a sleepy tourist attraction, this part of Zhejiang province is so Internet-savvy that it leaves bigger cities in the shade,” reported China Daily: “Free Wi-Fi, free wireless charging facilities for smartphones, digital payment facilities in restaurants, stores and guesthouses and online bike rental services have made this dream come true.”\textsuperscript{64}
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But Wuzhen did not stop at simply getting a smart makeover. Instead, it wanted to become an organic part of China’s booming Internet industry. During the 2015 WIC, Wuzhen reported that the town had attracted new investments from many leading tech companies. When a gathering of the tech CEOs was reported, their youthfulness was emphasized. It was also stressed that Wuzhen, that is, China, now strived to become a leader in the development of the Internet industry. “The motto that ‘not making a profit is shameful’ does not apply to them,” reported a think-tank. “The result of this is that new Chinese entrepreneurs think about how to change the world rather than making money, like their counterparts in Silicon Valley.”65 Tao Yongchun, the Party chief in Wuzhen, declared that “Wuzhen has attached great importance to making the town a real smart town” and “further development of the smart town will continue at a high speed.”66

With driverless cars, internet hospitals, and all kinds of other innovative gadgets, Wuzhen certainly became more famous. But from forced demolition to WIC, the reason why Wuzhen was able to move toward a smart town was government support. Like Chen Xianghong once commented, the secret of Wuzhen’s success was a “market operation guided by the state.”67

**Wuzhen Went Abroad: The Mixed Reception of China’s Venice**

Between 1999 and 2016, Wuzhen changed from an unknown and decayed small town to a famous and robust water town showcasing China’s soft power. In fact, Wuzhen’s development paralleled China’s multi-faceted soft power offensive. First, by emphasizing its embodiment of Chinese traditional culture, Wuzhen tried to project China’s value of peace and harmony to its visitors. Second, by supporting modern arts and culture, Wuzhen also positioned itself as a place of new cultural initiatives and creations. Finally, the very success of Wuzhen, especially its holistic planning with government support and transformation into a smart town, spoke volumes about the Beijing Consensus, the core of which was market economy directed by the state.

But to fully understand Wuzhen’s impact on China’s soft power projection, we also need to examine the perceptions and receptions of Wuzhen abroad. Here the overall international impression of Wuzhen was mixed at best. While some applauded Wuzhen as a success story, others were highly suspicious about the kind of soft power Wuzhen represented. In general, the overseas discourse on Wuzhen unfolded around two issues: authenticity and Internet censorship.

**Authenticity of Wuzhen: A Living Town or a Theme Park?**

Since its opening for tourism, Wuzhen quickly caught the attention of foreign visitors. In fact, Wuzhen even became the new must-see of China. “Chinese people say that if you haven’t climbed the Great Wall, you haven’t visited China,” one English newspaper reported. “But the southern Chinese… believe that the ancient ‘water town’ of Wuzhen is on a par with the Great Wall -- and therefore a vital inclusion on any Sinofile’s itinerary.”68

Foreign tourists were easily charmed by the beauty of Wuzhen. “It is hard to leave Wuzhen,” one visitor reported: “As the evening mists start to roll in across the town, the lights go on. A luminescent glow hangs over the river, like a torchlight shining through a glass of buttermilk. Whether by accident or design, this town seems
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to have been dropped into its watery setting by a master town planner from another galaxy.” For many, Wuzhen was an exotic place not just from a foreign country, but from a distant past. One reporter found Wuzhen “a cultural heritage devoid of commercial signs and souvenir stores,” which was hardly true given the fact that Wuzhen was opened as a tourist site. But the reporter’s excitement was real. “It’s a living museum,” he claimed: “From the moment you step into the town, you are overwhelmed by a sense of discovery, of finding a town in which few from the West have set foot….You can only wonder what it was like for Marco Polo to make the journey east from Venice 700 years ago.”

One interesting theme of the foreign media’s coverage of Wuzhen, especially during the first few years of its opening, was the uncritical acceptance of the claim that Wuzhen was a piece of preserved history, rather than a modern replica of an ancient water town. “Wuzhen’s old buildings, an architectural symphony of stone, wood and tiles, have been preserved rather than restored, and lovingly maintained rather than tarted up,” one reporter observed. “The result is a place that is a sheer joy to explore on foot. Wuzhen is still a living town, where daily life goes on as it has for the past 1000 or so years.” The sense that Wuzhen was a living town was crucial here, because it gave Wuzhen an aura of authenticity in the eyes of foreign tourists. “In these days of modern theme-park re-creations of life gone by…it comes as somewhat of a surprise to discover that Wuzhen is real,” one reporter mused:

Here is a “water town” as they existed in China centuries ago, opened to visitors only last year, and it is real, somehow remaining trapped in an 1850s time warp while the city surrounding it developed and modernized through the most turbulent period of Chinese history. Sure, the authorities have touched up a building here and there, maybe rebuilt a bridge, repaired the odd bit of footpath, but essentially Wuzhen is as it was 150 years ago - and, in fact, it represents a way of life stretching back for centuries.

The consistent perception among foreign media that Wuzhen was preserved rather than reconstructed suggested that the town’s marketing strategy was successful. After all, Chen’s team was trying to present Wuzhen as a rediscovered historical town.

Many foreign tourists did not just believe that Wuzhen was physically preserved, they also believed that Wuzhen managed to keep its traditional way of life. “Known as the best preserved ancient town of China, Wuzhen has never changed its name, water system or lifestyle since its establishment in 872 A.D.,” claimed an American reporter, whose conclusion about Wuzhen actually revealed his ignorance of the town’s history. Although the American’s observation of Wuzhen was clearly exaggerated, the basic belief that Wuzhen has kept its traditional way of life was echoed by others. One tourist, who was impressed by Wuzhen’s laid-back lifestyle of tea-drinking and Mahjong-playing, asserted that “the preservation of the historic center of Wuzhen has allowed the locals to retain a way of life that has all but disappeared in China’s frenetic cities.” Indeed, for many foreign visitors, the value of Wuzhen was highlighted by China’s rapid industrialization and urbanization. “Many of the country’s historic buildings continue to disappear in the name of progress but the historic town of Wuzhen is one place that has been spared these ravages,” one American journalist reported. “A visit to the virtually unchanged Wuzhen is a unique experience and offers tourists the chance to imagine life in
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China prior to its recent rapid industrial development.”

In sum, many foreign visitors seemed to accept without much reflection the image of an unchanged ancient water town representing a lifestyle of peace and harmony. But some foreign visitors viewed Wuzhen with a critical eye and tried to deconstruct the images of Wuzhen put forward by Chen’s team. As early as 2001, for example, one reporter speculated that “one has the feeling this is a government-sponsored model town, and that the residents are now government employees.” That feeling, however, was soon substantiated by other foreign observers and created a serious challenge to Wuzhen’s claim of authenticity. For example, one reporter observed that while Wuzhen did look impressive, “closer inspection reveals that the most attractive and picturesque old buildings are modern fakes.” There was nothing authentic about Wuzhen as a Ming-Qing small town, because the entire place was a modern replica with all things modern carefully hidden away from the tourists. “Phone and electrical cables are being buried underground. All waste water including household waste is being treated at a newly built plant and paving stones and bridges are being carefully repaired.”

By questioning Wuzhen’s authenticity as a historical town, many foreigners argue that Wuzhen is nothing but a modern theme park. “The picturesque and ramshackle town, with its stone bridges, courtyards and wooden terraces built over the water, was ‘renovated’ and planted with guesthouses, hotels, restaurants and gift shops,” one observer put it bluntly: “Wuzhen was reborn as a tourist theme park that now attracts up to 4,000 people a day.” Some reporters went as far as claiming that Wuzhen was nothing but a show:

The staging is so convincing, it’s no surprise that the general manager of Wuzhen, Zhou Ping, is a historian with a background in TV production and comes armed with a sponsorship deal from Shanghai Television. At times, it feels as though you’ve walked into The Truman Show. In Wuzhen, if you lift the wooden lid of a beautifully aged chest, you’re likely to find an air-conditioning duct. People do live there, but a daytime population of actor/ workers commute in from a new suburb tucked out of sight.

In short, the claim of authenticity was just a commercial strategy to market Wuzhen, which was not unlike other theme parks around the world.

To be sure, many foreign observers were not accusing Wuzhen of lying about its authenticity. For them, the real concern was that Wuzhen’s claim of authenticity might create problems for local residents and inadvertently damage the real historical heritage in the town. Some visitors, for example, quickly noticed that local residents were forced to move out of Wuzhen. One visitor realized that Wuzhen had no “sign of that giveaway of human habitation, lines of washing flapping from upper windows, the explanation being simple: people don’t live here anymore.” Indeed, local residents now became employees of the Wuzhen Tourist Company, working as shopkeepers, restaurateurs, and innkeepers. “The company looks after everything,” the observer was told by a local resident: “Sweeps the streets. Collects the rubbish. I think eventually the company will take over everything.”

In fact, what was questioned in those media reports was exactly the business model Chen Xianghong’s team used to transform Wuzhen into a popular tourist site. The concern here was that the rush to preserve Wuzhen, ironically, damaged its remaining historical heritage, as the 2005 story of forced demolition
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showed. The officials of UNESCO who managed the list of World Heritage Sites were concerned that Wuzhen’s fame would cause uncontrolled tourism development, which so often would lead to “deterioration in the sites, real estate speculation and the exodus or marginalization of the local poor.” Some were concerned that the local government would sacrifice real history for the sake of economic growth. “Authenticity is not a thing that local officials want to dwell on,” one UNESCO cultural specialist said. “They see people in Zhouzhuang making money by imitating things from the past and they want to do the same.” As a result, “Centuries’ worth of ancient craftsmanship have [sic] been substituted with plenty of concrete artfully hidden beneath the paint.”

In addition, some foreign observers were concerned about the human cost of modern Wuzhen. Wuzhen was “astonishingly charming,” one observer admitted. “[B]ut the fact that in Wuzhen, the original population has been entirely moved out, or…carries on as slightly mutinous extras around the boutique hotels and shops, can give one pause.” The New York Times also observed that the Wuzhen model disrupted local residents’ lives. Some Wuzhen shopkeepers lost their old customers from nearby places, because after Chen’s company took over Wuzhen, people had to buy tickets to enter the town. Even the townspeople’s relatives and friends could not visit without purchasing tickets or being escorted by special guards. “Residents were forced to move. Factories were shut down. Power lines were buried underground. The canals were cleaned up. Parking lots, visitor centers and hotels were built. It was a contentious process that came with human costs.”

While the critics had a point by questioning Wuzhen’s authenticity, it was clear that they were using Western standards of historical preservation to evaluate Wuzhen. But increasingly, both the Chinese and the foreign observers realized that it was not always appropriate to do so. “You can’t introduce foreign concepts of conservation into China - we have to do things our own way,” one Chinese official said bluntly. “The ideas of UNESCO are just too idealistic--they don’t match the realities of China.” Chen Xiaonghong himself once commented that it was not fair to deny residents of Wuzhen modern conveniences so that tourists could enjoy the real Ming-Qing lifestyle. The conflicting viewpoints prompted one author to muse:

Wuzhen is, in many ways, historically engrossing, yet also tantalizingly ambiguous. Does this place ring true in any profound way, or is it simply a monetized historic dreamscape?

“Culture is like the wind,” Mu Xin wrote. “It knows no boundaries.”

That remark hangs in the air, especially when Wuzhen is experienced in mists, light rain, or at dawn and dusk when the outlines and surfaces of the town soften exquisitely into scenes that might almost have been painted hundreds of years ago. When Wuzhen is in this condition, it seemed to me that the boundaries between history and modernity, deep culture and appliqued culture, and shopping and musing hazed into another more delicate and free-floating kind of reality.
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Clearly, the Wuzhen model has created new questions that cannot yet be answered satisfyingly.

**Wuzhen and the Internet Industry**

Like the issue of authenticity that produced many controversies, the World Internet Conference that Wuzhen hosted also created heated debates over China’s Internet industry and its online censorship. As a result, Wuzhen’s effort to position itself as a leading town in the Internet industry was frustrated, largely because the West did not want to fully embrace China’s vision of the future of the industry. However, the conflicting viewpoints between China and the West did not produce a clear-cut picture; rather, they revealed that both China and the West faced some serious dilemmas when it came to the future development of the Internet industry.

The opening of the WIC was closely watched by foreign media, largely because China now became a leading country in the Internet industry with more than 700 million Internet users, and what happened in China would influence the global Internet industry. “With Chinese leaders emphasizing all things Internet as a major economic development strategy, and with foreign technology firms salivating over China’s massive but tightly managed market,” the Los Angeles Times reported, “many are looking to the conference for signposts to the future.” Wuzhen, the host of the conference, also attracted immediate attention: “Why Wuzhen? What kind of city is it?” It was reported that “Wuzhen was selected as the host city because its ‘Internet economy’ is strong and it is a window to show Chinese history and culture.” It was also noticed that Wuzhen was located in Zhejiang province, the e-commerce center of China where internet giants such as Alibaba are headquartered.88

Understandably, many tech companies were attracted to this huge market. For example, Netflix, a major American video-streaming service, decided that China would become its most important global business. Likewise, Facebook’s Mark Zackerberg studied Mandarin in order to better approach the Chinese market. “U.S. companies are going to make a Chinese play,” The Washington Post reported. “Many large U.S. tech giants, from semiconductor companies to Apple, have made impressive profits in China…This is a market that makes or breaks companies.”89

Thus when the first World Internet Conference opened, it attracted roughly 1,000 Internet professionals, officials, and experts from more than 100 countries to come to Wuzhen. Founders of China’s top three Internet companies Alibaba, Tencent, and Baidu as well as executives from global giants including Apple, Amazon, Google, and Facebook all joined the gala.90 The foreign guests of the conference were impressed by Wuzhen’s beauty and its technological infrastructures. One visitor, for example, was particularly impressed by the face-recognition software used at Wuzhen to identify people staying in its hotels and to act as their entry pass through the gates of the attraction. Although face-recognition software had been around for a while, it was never used before at such a scale, screening hundreds of thousands people on a daily basis. Clearly, some Chinese tech companies were on their way to becoming leaders of the Internet industry.91

However, tech companies like Google and Facebook were also frustrated by what they called “China’s Great Firewall,” a term coined for China’s Internet policy which blocked several foreign companies’ access to the Chinese market. In April 2016, the U.S. government officially classified China’s Internet policy as a barrier to trade, noting that eight of the twenty-five most trafficked sites globally were blocked in China. The

American Chamber of Commerce in China reported that four out of five of its member companies experienced a negative impact on their business from Internet censorship.\(^\text{92}\) The loss of business was not the only reason why those companies complained. Some also argued that China’s censorship was interfering with Internet freedom. The Reporters Without Borders organization even called for a boycott of China’s hosting of the conference, labeling China as the world’s No. 1 “enemy of Internet.”\(^\text{93}\)

From the Chinese perspective, however, the Western accusation of China’s censorship of the Internet was unfair at best and hypocritical at worst. Lu Wei, director of the Cyberspace Administration of China who was dubbed as the gatekeeper of China’s Internet, made this perspective clear during the first WIC. “Foreign Internet companies can come to China if they abide by the law,” Lu said: “We could not allow any companies to enter China’s market and make money while hurting the country.” After explaining how fake and distorted information misled capital and disrupted markets, Lu called for “respect of national sovereignty” on the Internet, arguing that countries should have the rights to regulate their own cyberspace. “We have the right to choose our friends,” Lu added, “I hope everyone who comes to China will be our real friends.”\(^\text{94}\)

During the second WIC meeting, Chinese President Xi Jinping officially proposed the concept of “cyberspace sovereignty.” In his keynote speech, Xi declared that the international community must “respect the right of individual countries to choose their own path to cyber development and model of cyber regulation.”\(^\text{95}\) Xi argued that no country should dominate cyberspace, referring to China’s position that the United States had too much control over how the Internet should be managed. He added:

> We should respect the right of individual countries to independently choose their own path of cyber development, model of cyber regulation and participate in international cyberspace governance on an equal footing…No country should pursue cyber hegemony, interfere in other countries’ internal affairs or engage in, connive at or support cyber activities that undermine other countries’ national security.\(^\text{96}\)

The Western media immediately grasped the significance of Xi’s idea of cyberspace sovereignty. Clearly, China regarded the internet as a battlefield in its ideological struggle with the West and tried to become a maker rather than a follower of Internet rules and norms. In fact, many recognized that Chinese leaders also faced a dilemma in the age of information. On the one hand, internet-based technologies offered enormous potential for the country’s economic growth; on the other, the free flow of information posed a threat to China’s political system. Cyberspace sovereignty was China’s answer to that dilemma, with the goal of balancing freedom and law and order online.\(^\text{97}\)

The cyberspace sovereignty concept seemed to make some Western observers better understand China’s perspective. China’s call for Internet regulation had some roots in reality, which was even echoed in the United States as people were calling on tech companies to crack down on fake news.\(^\text{98}\) At the same time, Edward Snowden’s revelation about the scale of global surveillance conducted over the Internet by U.S. intelligence agencies clearly “[undermined] any pretense that anyone else was really playing by the rules or any Western
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Clearly, the conflicting viewpoints between China and the West regarding Internet censorship will not be solved anytime soon. As a result, while the rest of the world can marvel at Wuzhen as a smart town, it is likely that China’s model of the Internet industry will continue to be viewed with some suspicions. But it is also clear that the Internet will become an important tool for China’s soft power. “The consequences [of Internet industry] for China in what we might call the creative economy will be substantial,” one American observer argued: “the consequences in terms of China’s soft power will be substantial.” During the third WIC meeting, promoting Chinese culture and soft power via online platforms was one of the key topics. “Chinese culture and values are inherently attractive,” one Western participant observed. “The problem is articulating them well, conveying them in the right way, making sure they are well presented and delivered in an enticing manner.” The Internet will be an excellent platform to draw attention to Chinese culture, and Wuzhen, without a doubt, will continue to play a role in the process.

Conclusion

With the rapid rise of China as a global economic and political power during the early 21st century, Chinese leaders started to emphasize the need for China to develop its own soft power. As this article showed, the rise of Wuzhen as a popular tourist site both contributed to China’s soft power projection and was helped by China’s determination to tell its own story to the world.

The so-called Wuzhen Model, in a sense, is a downsized one for the Beijing Consensus because its major components correspond to the kind of soft power images that China wants to project abroad. Wuzhen claims to represent Chinese traditional culture, which stresses peace and harmony. To achieve a harmonious world, in fact, is a strategic goal China is pursuing, because China’s development requires a peaceful international environment. Wuzhen also claims to be a smart town, representing a vanguard in cultural trends and cutting-edge technologies. Part of China’s soft power strategy is to present itself as a country committed to innovations and creative economy. Finally, Wuzhen’s success as a tourist site, well marketed and managed, but guided by the state, directly echoes the Beijing Consensus, which stresses state-controlled market economy.

At the same time, it is also clear that the Wuzhen Model has met some suspicions in the West. While Wuzhen claims to be an authentic ancient water town, some regard it as no more than a commercialized theme park. Though Wuzhen hosts the World Internet Conference which promotes China’s own vision of the Internet industry, some criticize China for online censorship. Therefore, in the foreseeable future, Wuzhen clearly has more work to do if it wants to function as a window of China’s soft power. Wuzhen’s fate will be intertwined with China’s soft power. As Shao Qiwei, the director of the China National Tourism Administration, once said, “Tourism now becomes a new culture, which is indispensable to a country’s soft power growth.”
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